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DOLPHIN dx2 Hybrid

Recommended for pools up to 36 ft. in length

Maytronics is proud to present a technological breakthrough 
in suction pool cleaners.  
Maytronics designed the new Dolphin dx2 Hybrid to combine 
cost-efficiency with ease of use. Its unique technology creates 
new standards in the field of suction pool cleaners.

Dolphin dx2 Hybrid is the only suction pool cleaner that 
offers: 
•  Active brushing system (brushes rotate as the dx2 Hybrid travels through the 

    pool). 

•  Systematic scanning that covers the entire pool. 

•  Smart transmission system enables optimal maneuvering in the pool.

Dolphin dx2 Hybrid makes pool maintenance easy and cost-
effective: 
•  Electronically self powered, uses water flow to generate the required energy 

    for the cleaner’s electronic scanning system. 

•  Easy installation, no tools required. 

•  DIY user-friendly maintenance. 

•  Electronic LED signifies normal operation and provides indications and 

    warnings. 

•  Powerful suction provides efficient pool coverage and cleaning. 

•  Lightweight system only weighs 8.15 lbs. 

•  10 hoses of 3.8 ft. each are included.

Each Dolphin dx2 Hybrid includes: 
•  Automatic safety valve and regulator. 

•  Hose adapter. 

•  Suction flow indicator. 

•  90º angle fitting. 

•  12 month warranty on all parts* 

Optional leaf collector with filtration of 200 micron. 

8.15 lb.

10 hoses of 3.8 ft.

0.75 HP

12 months

Dolphin dx2 Hybrid Specifications:
Weight

Hose length

Pump required

Warranty
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*Warranty void and no warranty coverage will be provided by Maytronics for dx products purchased over the internet.
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DOLPHIN dx3
Cleans pool floor, cove and walls

Recommended for all types of pools up to 40 ft. in length.

Maytronics’ powerful Dolphin dx3 sets the standard in pool cleaning 
technology

Dolphin dx3 is an affordable, easy-to-service robot that sets the standard in the 

market today. Dolphin dx3 scans, brushes, cleans and filters the pool including 

the corners, pool cove, and walls.

Dolphin dx3:
•  NEW! Now climbs and cleans the walls.

• Scrubs, vacuums and filters the pool in just 3 hours.

• Extra powerful brushing performance.

• Large self-contained inner filter bag collects dirt, debris and even dust 

particles.

• Optional cartridge filter available.

• Independent unit - no pre installation needed, no connections to pool system.

• State of the art software scans the pool for optimal cleaning.

• Low voltage = low energy consumption - costs less than 15 cents to clean the 

pool.

• Small, light weight and easy to handle.

• Easy maintenance.

• 12 month warranty, non-prorated*

3 hours

55 ft.

Fine porosity

4,233 gal per hour

IP 54

Input 115 VAC 

Output less than 24 VAC

Dolphin dx3 Specifications:
Cycle time

Cable length

Filter

Suction rate

Power supply
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*Warranty void and no warranty coverage will be provided by Maytronics for dx products purchased over the internet.
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DOLPHIN dx4
Cleans, scrubs, vacuums pool floor, walls and waterline
Features patented cable swivel

Recommended for all types of pools up to 50 ft. in length.

Dolphin dx4 takes the hard work out of cleaning your pool.

Dolphin dx4 is the robust, reliable and affordable member of the Dolphin dx 
family, renowned for its sturdy structure, wall climbing capacities and proven 
performance.
Dolphin dx4 will scrub, brush, sweep, vacuum and filter the entire pool in just 2.5 
hours.
Large filter surface ensures your pool stays crystal clear and helps reduce the 
need for cleaning chemicals.
Dolphin dx4 is a dependable robot engineered to minimize the time spent 
cleaning the pool.

Dolphin dx4:
• Scrubs, brushes, vacuums and filters the pool, floor, walls and waterline.

• Large self-contained inner filter bag collects dirt, debris and even dust 

particles.

• Optional filter cartridge available.

• State of the art advanced scanning program that optimizes pool coverage.

• Climbs and cleans the walls and scrubs the waterline.

• Environmentally-friendly cleaning process that reduces chemical usage.

• Patented Swivel - prevents cable tangling.

• Low voltage = low energy consumption - it costs less than 15 cents to 

operate!

• Adjustable floats for pools using salt systems.

• Easy maintenance.

• Includes caddy for handling and storage.

• 24 month warranty – parts and labor, non-prorated*

2.5 hours

65 ft.

Ultra Fine porosity

4,233 gal per hour

IP 54

Input 115 VAC

Output less than 24 VAC

Dolphin dx4 Specifications:
Cycle time

Cable length

Filter bag porosity

Suction rate

Power supply
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Caddy

*Warranty void and no warranty coverage will be provided by Maytronics for dx products purchased over the internet.
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DOLPHIN dx6
Cleans pool floor, walls and waterline
Features patented cable swivel

Recommended for all types of pools up to 50 ft. in length.

Dolphin dx6:
• Scrubs, brushes, vacuums and cleans pool floor and entire wall surface and   

water line.

• Large ultra fine inner filter bag collects dirt, debris and even dust particles.

• State-of-the art advanced scanning program for efficient and optimal

   pool coverage.

• Dual motor for flexible and precise performance and scrubbing.

• Wireless remote control offers a choice of automatic or manual commands.

• Multiple cleaning parameters and programs: regular, ultra clean, lap pool,   

water line, cleaning time.

• Patented Swivel - prevents cable tangling.

• Low voltage = low energy consumption - costs less than 15 cents to clean the 

pool.

• Adjustable floats for pools using salt systems.

• Includes caddy for handling and storage.

• 24 month warranty - parts and labor, non-prorated*

2, 3, 4 hours (default 3 hr.)

65 ft.

Ultra Fine porosity

4,233 gal per hour

IP 54

Input 115 VAC

Output less than 24 VAC

Dolphin dx6 Specifications:
Cycle time

Cable length

Filter bag porosity

Suction rate

Power supply
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Caddy

*Warranty void and no warranty coverage will be provided by Maytronics for dx products purchased over the internet.
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Remote Control
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*Remote Programmable*



ABOUT MAYTRONICS
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Maytronics Ltd. the pioneer and world leader in automated electronic pool cleaning technology for 
residential and large commercial pools, and the developer of the popular Dolphin series of robot 
cleaners, was established in 1983. 

The latest generation of Dolphin robot products has been internationally recognized as the cutting-
edge of pool cleaning robots, with an outstanding list of patented features, sold worldwide in over 
42 countries.  

Our multidisciplinary Dolphin systems are extensively tested in real-world conditions, and conform to 
ISO 9001, 2000 edition, CE/ETL regulations and are RoHS Compliant (Lead free components).

Maytronics’ easy-access service centers are located close to you, and provide fast repair, convenience 
and efficiency. Most repairs can be performed by the selling dealer.

Maytronics US, Inc. and Dolphin robotic cleaners are proud to offer eco-friendly cleaning technology 
for all pool types and sizes.  These robotic cleaners cost as little as 15 cents per cleaning to operate 
and reduce the need for backwashing. 

   
   These quality Dolphin Robotic swimming pool cleaners are available at:

Dolphin is a registered trademark of Maytronics US Incorporated, Maytronics Ltd. world wide, copyright 2009.
Maytronics Dolphin pool cleaners are distributed in North America by Maytronics US Incorporated, a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Maytronics Ltd.
Maytronics manufactures pool cleaners for residential and large commercial pools.

Manufactured for North America only
www.maytronicsus.com  info@maytronicsus.com  Tel: 1-888-Dolphin  Tel: 770-613-5050  Fax: 770-613-5099


